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Inspire a love of horses from the earliest age. In this fun activity book, kids can create their own

equine dramas with 80 reusable vinyl stickers that depict foals, a barn cat, a vet, a farrier, and more.

Fold-out laminated front and back covers include full-color illustrated scenes to use as backdrops for

endlessly variable stories. Fun horse facts and basic information about grooming, tack, and stable

safety make this an imaginative and educational book that will encourage a life filled with equine

fun.
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Age Range: 4 and up

Grade Level: Preschool and up

A laminated front and back fold-out for young readers to have hours of enjoyment creating their own

horse dramas with the colorful reusable stickers.In addition to acting out horse scenes, children will

learn interesting information about the care of horses such as feeding, grooming, mucking out a

stall, how to be safe around horses, the ground manners, tacking up, and types of riding.The 80

reusable stickers along with the Horse play tips in each topic is fun and excellent learning about

horses that children will want to play over and over for ages 4 to 8. New horse dramas are endless

as far as the child's imagination will go. Excellent play while you learn book.



Excellent book purchased as gift for horse loving grandson/he takes it on trips, names all the

animals and creates additional stories/fun and educational.

I bought this book for my now nine year old daughter three years ago and she still loves to play with

it. The stickers are great quality. They're durable, nicely drawn and they've lasted for years of

peeling and reapplying. She likes to layer the stickers upon each other to dress the horses in

saddles and bridles and then "blanket them while they wait to be ridden on cold days." We keep the

stickers in a zip-lock baggie tucked inside the book to keep them together since there is no storage

system in the book. Highly recommend. I wish this book came in other subjects also apart from

horses and farm animals so my construction equipment loving son could have one this good.

This was a hit with my 4-year old niece. The re-usable aspect and several background settings

make the kit appealing for repeated sessions of play. This book held its appeal over time and is still

an asked-for favorite.

My daughters like this, but get tired of having to glue the stickers to keep them in the book instead of

peeling off all the time. I know they're supposed to be repositionable, but they just don't stay overly

well.
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